INTRODUCTION Current distribution
. in conducting materials has to be defined in many problems in electrical engineering. Two kinds of applications require that distribution to be computed :
-eddy current problems : currents are generated by a magnetic flux variation. Examples can be found in NDT SyStemS, induction heating devices, or in magnetic losses evaluation.
-conduction problems : currents are generated By a difference of electric potential. Examples can be found in fuses calculation, electrolytic systems design or in conduction ovens (glass ovens).
The governing equations of all these problems are obtained using well known theory (scalar or vector potential formulation). Numerical methods as finite element or boundary integral techniques can be used for solving such equations. However these methods are not suited to ,the solution of problems with very thin media.
That difficulty appears in NDT systems with thin cracks, in electrical machines analysis with small air-gap. That also appears in current problems, eddy currents in MHD systems when copper bars are used for current return, or conduction current when an electrolytic liquid is in a conducting recipient with a little thickness. For that problem we shal1,develop a technique to take into account these two media and especially to introduce physical characteristics (electric properties and geometric configuration) of the thin conducting medium with boundary conditions on the boundary of the other medium.
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The general conducting materials geometry is shown on figure  1 . A conducting medium with conductivity is bounded by another thin conducting material of conductivity and thickness . : Typical geometry for conducting materials association. These two media are placed inside a non conductive enviroment, usually the air.
In these materials electrical currents flow. These currents are generated : 
CONCLUSION
The method we propose in this paper allows to take into account very thin conducting media . This technique is available either using a finite element resolution method or a boundary integral equation one . The two main advantages of such a technique are first a lower computing cost (containing medium does not require to be meshed) and second an increase accuracy due to the fact that geometrically close nodes are analytically connected . For these reasons the method we propose is particularly well-suited for modelisation of conduction problems such as electrolytic problems or cathodic protection of submarine' structures problems .
